GW bodies: from RNA biology to clinical implications in autoimmunity.
Evaluation of: Lian S, Fritzler M, Katz J et al. Small interfering RNA-mediated silencing induces target-dependent assembly of GW/P bodies. Mol. Biol. Cell 18, 3375-3387 (2007). GW bodies (GWBs) are also known as mammalian processing bodies and are involved in 5 -3 mRNA degradation. Conversely, siRNA is a powerful tool for silencing genes. Recently, components of RNAi have been associated with GWBs, but as more components of this complex pathway become known, such relationships remain to be clarified. This paper evaluates the induction of GWBs by siRNA transfection. The main results of these studies indicate that siRNA increased the GWBs, such an increase is also dependent on the endogenous expression of the target mRNA; siRNA increases require GW182 or Ago-2 proteins, but not rck/p54 or LSm1. Results of the present studies propose a regulatory function of RNAi in GWB assembly; therefore, cell biology implications of GWBs may open a new area in pathogenic mechanisms of autoimmunity.